AFFILIATE REWARDS PROGRAM DETAILS
EDU Swarm offers 2 Membership; Bronze - one-time fee .01 BTC, and Silver - one-time
fee .03 BTC.
When you purchase any of our Retail Product Packages you will have access to a lifetime
of e-Learning Video Training Courses, Video Tutorials, (new courses and tutorials added
monthly) Audio Podcasts, e-Books, Brain Games and more.
Note: Anyone can join our EDU swarm Independent Affiliate Rewards Program at any
time. There is no cost to become an Independent Affiliate.

EDU SWARM OFFERS 2 TYPES OF PAID PRODUCT MEMBERSHIPS:
BRONZE AND SILVER. HOWEVER ALL STAGES CAN BE OBTAINED THRU
OUR 1 TIME ADVANCEMENT PROCESS


Bronze: .01 BTC: Stage 1
Access to 10 Video Training Courses, Unlimited Audio Podcasts, Unlimited e-Books
for download and much, much more…



Silver: .03 BTC: Stage 1 & 2
All Bronze Content, 20 additional Video Training Courses, Audio Podcasts, Graphic
Packs, e-Books and much, much more…



Stage 3: Advancement
All Silver Content, 20 additional Video Training Courses. Unlimited Courses,
Unlimited Tutorials, Unlimited Audio Podcasts, Unlimited e-Books, Unlimited Graphic
Packs, WordPress Templates, Squeeze Landing Pages and much, much more…



Stage 4: Advancement
All stage 3 Content, 20 additional Video Training Courses. Unlimited Courses,
Unlimited Tutorials, Unlimited Audio Podcasts, Unlimited e-Books, Unlimited Graphic
Packs, WordPress Templates, Squeeze Landing Pages and much, much more…



Stage 5: Advancement
Unlimited Access to everything in the Library. Unlimited Courses, Unlimited
Tutorials, Unlimited Audio Podcasts, Unlimited e-Books, Unlimited Graphic Packs,
WordPress Templates, Squeeze Landing Pages and much, much more…

We are looking for Independent Affiliates who would like to earn on Retail Sales by
promoting and Selling EDU Swarm Memberships. Customers of our product Memberships
can choose to become an Independent Affiliate by checking the Affiliate box when
completing their membership purchase and agreeing to all of the Affiliate terms and
conditions.
When you complete Retail Product purchase, you will have the option to join the
Independent Affiliate Rewards Program for Free. If you choose to become an Independent
Affiliate, we will automatically assign you your very own unique e-commerce website that
is personalized with your contact information.

RETAIL SALES EARNINGS
EDU swarm defines a “Personal Retail Sale” as the purchase of any one of our Paid
Memberships. Our Affiliate Rewards Program pays qualified Independent Affiliates (See
Affiliate Terms & Conditions) earnings based on the retail sales of the Product Package.

ABOUT RETAIL EARNINGS
Affiliate Partners from all around the world are welcome to join us. We pay Retail Sales
earnings through Bitcoin.
When someone purchases a Paid Membership and /or becomes an Independent Affiliate
through your e-commerce website, you are referred to as their “Enroller”.
To understand how you can earn on Affiliate Retail Sales, look at our Rewards Pay Plan
2x2 Matrix as a basic building block for your entire membership base.
Your membership base consists of all your Retail Members and Independent Affiliates
either directly enrolled by you or enrolled by other Member/Affiliates.

HOW DOES THE EDU SWARM AFFILIATE PROGRAM WORK?
Our Pay Plan was created to provide its Affiliates with the opportunity to generate a life
changing recurring income stream from 5 separate Pay Stages.
Ongoing Cycling earning payouts range from .02 BTC on Stage #1, all the way to .4
BTC on Stage #5, and can be earned on all 5 separate Pay Stages simultaneously.
There are 3 Steps to completing a Pay Cycle and each Pay Cycle works the same way for
all 5 Pay Stages.

THE BASICS
Each new BOARD starts with 3 positions filled.

STEP #1
An Affiliate is placed into an open position on their Enroller’s Board. All boards fill from
left to right and a combined team effort helps to fill the open 4 positions on each
board.
Once all open positions are filled, a new board is created and you move to Step #2.

STEP #2
In the same way that you were placed onto your Enroller’s board in Step #1,
other Member/Affiliates, either directly enrolled by you or enrolled by other Affiliates, will
be placed to fill empty positions on your Board. Once all empty positions are filled you
move onto Step #3.

STEP #3
In the same way that you completed Step #2, once the empty positions are filled on this
Board, you will Earn your Pay Cycle earnings for that Pay Stage, and these earnings will
be credited directly into your account.

When you have completed a Pay Cycle, Two things occur simultaneously:


First, our program re-enters you onto a new Board automatically within the same
Pay Stage you have just completed, always following your Enroller and you begin
the Steps to completing a Pay Cycle over again.

Second, our software Upgrades its Affiliates to the next higher Pay Stage (If you are
not already on one based on your original product purchase) always following your
Enroller. Take note: Affiliates are able to have positions on all five Pay Stages at
once. So, if you already have a position on that particular Pay Stage, rather than being
upgraded, you will earn the full Pay Cycle pay out for that particular Stage. If not, you will
earn a partial sales pay out, just this one time. Then earn a full pay out every time
thereafter.
Example (see Below): Pay Stage #4 on your first pay cycle, you earn .04 BTC, but are
also given a position on Stage #5. You will receive your full .2 BTC pay out on all
Stage #4 completed cycles going forward.

Note: Once an Affiliate has a Board Position on Pay Stage 5, they will earn their
full .4 BTC sales pay out, as there are no further stages to advance to.

Breaking Down a Pay Cycle
Once you start a Pay Cycle, it takes as few as 8 open board positions to be filled in a
team effort before you earn your sales pay out or a maximum of 11, depending on what
position you occupy each time when you begin a Pay Cycle.
Look at the illustration below and refer to the bottom 4 positions in Step #1.

When you become an Affiliate it’s possible that you could have a Board position in either
the first open position (4), or be placed on the last open position (7), or anywhere
in-between (5-6).





Position 4: You and your team would have to fill 11 positions (3 positions in step 1
4 Positions in step 2 and 4 in step 3).
Position 5: You and your team would need to fill 10 positions total.
Position 6: It would take 9 total positions to fill.
Position 7: This would fill the last open position you would move to Step 2
immediately. Leaving a total of only 8 positions to fill.

As an Example, it takes an average of only 10 team sales to complete a pay cycle.

EMPTY POSITIONS ON A BOARD ARE FILLED:





When you or anyone on your board sells a new Paid Membership.
When you or anyone on your board personally enrolled affiliates complete their
Pay Cycle and are re-entered onto your board… because they are following their
enroller
When you or anyone on your board personally enrolled affiliates advance to the
higher Pay Stages, they will always follow their enroller all three ways accelerate
the rate at which empty positions are being filled that’s why mathematically, if
everyone just does their 2 product sales as low as .01 BTC this system would
continue to fill over and over

AFFILIATE QUALIFICATIONS
1. Sell 2 Membership Packages of any Value: To earn sales commissions Affiliates
are required sell any 2 Membership packages. If you are unable to meet this
qualification, you will be in breach of our Independent Affiliate Terms and subject to
earn sales commissions forfeiture.
2. Additional Sales Qualification – Sell 1 Membership Package of any Value
every 120 Days: To continue to earn sales commissions, Affiliates are required
sell any 1 Membership package every 120 days to remain qualified. If you are
unable to meet this qualification, you will be in breach of our Independent Affiliate
Terms and subject to earn sales commissions forfeiture.
NOTE: EDU Swarm will make every effort to notice its Affiliates of qualification
deadlines.
What if My Personally Enrolled Affiliate Bypass my position on a board?
If any of your personal enrollees earns a board position on a pay stage before you,
they will simply follow you once you earn a board positions on that stage.

NOTE: We reserve the right to change, add, suspend, cancel, remove or otherwise modify all content
contained herein without notice to you.

